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This paper deals mainly with the problem of designing mechanisms whose Nash allocations co- 
incide with the Lindahl allocations for public goods economies with any number of private and 

public goods. The mechanism presented here improves the previous mechanisms by introducing 
two new features. One is that the mechanism is balanced (not mere!y weakly balanced). The other 
is that the level of public goods is provided with the marginal cost pricing rule for both equilib- 
rium and disequilibrium messages so that the single-valued input demand outcome function is ob- 

tained by the Shephard lemma and the prices of public goods equal the minimum-unit-cost func- 
tions. Besides, the mechanism is single-valuep, individualiy feasible, and con:inuous. 
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Since the seminal paper of Hurwicz (1972) on mechanism design theory, there 
have been many mecknisms that solve free-rider problems in the serse that they 
result in Pareto efficient allocations for public goods economies at Nash equilibria. 
Groves and Ledyard (1977) were the first to propose a mechanism that yields 
optimal Nash allocations even though their mechanism is neither individually ra- 
tional nor individually feasible (i.e. individuals can be worse off at the equilibria 
than at their initial holdings and it may yield an allocation that is not in the con- 
sumption set for some agent). Subsequently, 
gave mechanisms with balanced and smooth outcome functions 
tions are precisely Lindahl allocations which are individually rational an 

* We wish to thank Professor M. Kalieko and two anonymous referees for helpful comments and sug- 

gestions. Of course, any remaining errors are our own. 
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efficient.’ Their mechanisms, however, are still not individually feasible. Further- 
more, for economies with more than one private good, Walker’s mechanism (also 
the mechanism of Groves and Ledyard, 1977) is not really a game form but a com- 
bination of a game and the market mechanism. Such a mixed mechanism is not 
single-valued and requires the presence of an auctioneer, and has as well an incentive- 

compatibility problem since the market mechanism has these problems and agents 
may not be ‘price-takers’ for the small number of agents. For a detail discussion 

about these issues, see Tian (1989). 

Thus, all of the mechanisms mentioned above are not individually feasible. In 
fact, there does not exist any completely feasible (i.e. individually feasible and 
balanced) mechanism that implements the Lindahl correspondence because the cor- 
respondence violates Maskin’s (1977) monotonicity condition when boundary equi- 
librium allocations occur. Nevertheless, it is still possible to design a completely 
feasible mechanism whose Nash allocations coincide with a slightly larger set than 
the set of Lindahl allocations, namely, the set of constrained Lindahl allocations.2 
Hurwicz, Maskin and Postlewaite (1954) presented a mechanism implementing the 
constrained Lindahl correspondence. Their mechanism is individually feasible and 
balanced but discontinuous; small variations in an agent’s strategy choice may lead 
to large jumps in the resulting allocations. Thus, the aforementioned mechanisms 
do not guarantee complete feasibility and/ix continuity. Recently, Tian (1990a) 
gave a completely feasible and continuous mechanism which implements the Lindahl 
correspondence for economies with one private and one public good. For public 
goods economies with any number of goods, Tian (1989) proposed a feasible and 
continuous mechanism which implements the Lindahl correspondence. But this 
mechanism is not balanced and public goods are produced in a technologically inef- 
ficient way out of equilibria. 

Similar to motivations behind designing feasible and continuous mechanisms, the 
balancedness condition and the efficiency of production become important when 
implementation requires that disequilibrium points be used to compute allocations? 
These properties are highly desirabie if we seriously consider accepting the mecha- 
nism. Indeed, in the cases of small errors in communication, fallibility of informa- 
tion transmission, or a given stopping rule, one often has to use disequilibrium 
points to compute allocations. If a mechanism is merely weakly balanced, the 
allocation at a disequilibrium point may be less than the total endowments. Should 
this happens, some resources are not completely used (i.e. free disposal occurs). 
However, when preferences of agents are strictly monotone, individuals will be bet- 

’ Wa!ker’s mechanism has the advantage of using a minimal-sized message space. 
2 A constrained Lindahl allocation differs from au ordinary Lindahl allocation only in the way that 

each agent maximizes his preferences not only subject to his budget constraint but also subject to total 

endowments available to the economy (see Hurwicz, 1986, or Tian, 1988). 
’ This is a common phenomenon, say, for the market mechanism; we never fully attain the equilib- 

rium because technologies of production and preferences of agents change over time. 
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ter off if the unused resources are distributed to them.4 Also, if production of pro- 

ducing public g:>ods is not efficie:.t, the cost of producing public goods is larger than 

the minimum cost. In both cases the mechanism results in Pareto inefficient alloca- 
tions since the balancedness of allocations and the minimum cost of production are 
necessary conditions for Pareto efficiency. Thus, under the monotonicity of prefer- 
ences, a weakly balanced allocation is dominated by a balanced allocation and a 
productively inefficient allocation is dominated by a productively efficient alloca- 
tion. On the other hand, if a mechanism is balanced and public goods are produced 
at the lowest possible cost, even if disequilibrium ppints are used to compute the 
allocations, one can guarantee the efficiency of production and that resources are 
not wasted or destroyed.5 

This paper presents a mechanism whose Nash allocations coincide with the Lindahl 
allocations for public goods economies with any number of private and public 
goods. We do so by assuming that the technology of producing public goods ex- 
hibits constant returns to scale and can be represented by a strictly quasiconcave 
production function. We further assume that preferences of agents satisfy the 
monotonicity and convexity conditions, and in addition, any private-goods interior 
allocation is strictly preferred to any private-goods boundary allocation. As will be 
noted, this mechanism improves the mechanisms in the existing literature by intro- 
ducing two new features. One is that the mechanism is balanced. The other is that 
the level of public goods is provided with the minimal cost pricing rule for both 
equilibrium and disequilibrium messages so that the single-valued input demand 
outcome function is obtained by the Shephard lemma and the prices of public goods 

are equal to the minimum-unit-cost functions. Besides, this mechanism is single- 
valued, individually feasible, and continuous, and furthermore, has a message space 
of finite dimension. 

The plan of this paper is as follows. Section 2 sets forth a public goods model 
and presents a mechanism that has the desirable properties mentioned above. Sec- 
tion 3 shows that this mechanism fully implements the Lindahl correspondence. 

ublic goods model and mechanism 

2. I. Economic environments 

In a model of a public goods economy, there are n agents who consume L private 
goods and K public goods, x being privata and y public. Throughout this paper, the 

4 We thank Professor L. Hurwicz for pointing out these observations to us which stimulated our in- 

terest in designing balanced mechanisms. 
5 Note that these disequilibrium allocations do not necessarily result in Pareto inefficient allocations 

since the set of Lindahl allocations, which coincides ,vith the set of Nash allocations of the mechanism 

that implements the Lindahl correspondence, is, in gtneral, much smaller than the set of Pareto efficiem 
allocations (the set of all points on the contract curve). Thus a disequilibrium allocation can still be a 

Pereto efficient allocation. 
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subscript is used to index agents while the superscript is used to index goods. Denote 

by N= {1,2, . . . . n} the set of agents. Each agent’s characteristic is denoted by ei = 

(rt;, I?,), where w; is the initial endowment vector of private goods and Ri the pref- 
erence ordering (Pi denotes the asymmetric part of the preference I?&. We assume 
that there are no initial endowments of public goods, but that the public goods can 
be produced from the private goods by a production function f: IR: -+ II?:. An 
economy is the full vector e = (el, . . . , en, f ( l )) and the set of all such economies is 

denoted by E. The following assumptions are made on E: 

ssumption 2. wi~Ofo~ al/ ieN and w>O. Here W= Cy=, wi. 

Assumption 3. The preference Ri is reflexive, transitive, total, convex,’ and stt ic tly 

monoton.* increasing on II?: + ‘. 

ssumptionh ForaNiEN, (xi,y)Pi(x:,y’)forallxiEm4+,xil~amq, andy,ykIRfl, 
where aI’/?~ is the boundary of II??! 

Asswnption 5. The production function f (0) is strictly quasi-concave, homogene- 
ous of degree one, and increasing in I_I.~ 

1. Assumption 4 was called ‘indispensability of money’ by Mas-Cole11 
(1980) when there is only one private good which is considered as money. This 
assumption cannot be dispensed with in Theorem 1 below. Tiara (1987, 1988) showed 
that the (constrained) Lindahl correspondence violates Maskin’s (1977) monotonici- 
ty condition only under Assumptions l-3 and thus cannot be Nash-implemented by 
a completely feasible mechanism. 

2.2. Lindahl a/locations 

An allocation (x, y) = (X l, . . . ,x,, y) is feasible for an economy e if (x, y) E lR,f.‘K, 
y=f(v), and Cy=, x;+vzsC~=, wi- 

An allocation (x*, y*) is a Lindahl allocation for an economy e if it is feasible and 
there is a price vector k * E I$, personalized price vectors q,% fRK, one for each i, 

6 As usual, vector inequalities are defined as follows: Let a, b E F?. Then az b means a,? 6, for all 
s=l ,..., m; azb means ahb but a;tb; a>b means a,>b, for all s=l,..., m. 

’ P, is convex if, fo. bundles a, b, c and 0~ /t s 1, r = Ac t (1 - )l.)b, the relation a P, b implies c P, b on 
/RL.tK 

+ . 

* If Assumption 4 is replaced by Assumption 4’: for all iEN, (Xi,~)Pi(x~,~‘) for all (x,,_Y)E R$IK, 

(x;,y')EaR:+K* the mechanism in the paper can be slightly modified so that the dimension of the 
message space can bn reduced by nK dimensions. (cf. Tian, 1990a). 

’ These conditions onfcan be weakened to the necessary and sufficient conditions for differentiabili- 
ty of cost functions which were given by Fare and 
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(1) ~*~-yi*+$*y*~5p*~ w; for all ieM, 
(2) for all iEN, (x;,y)P;(x;“,y*) implies p*-x,+qT*y>p*e w,; and 
(3) q**y*-p** u*=o, 

where v* = Cy= 1 wi - ‘& xi and I:=, qF=q*. Note that condition (3) is a familiar 
zero-profit conditicn under constant returns to scale. Denote by L(e) the set of all 

such allocations. 

2.3. Mechanism 

Let A4; denote the ith message domain. Its elements are written as m; and called 
the messages. Let M= ny= 1 Mi denote the message space. Let h : M-, 2 denote the 
outcome function, or more explicitly, h;(m) = (X;(m), Y(m), C(m)), where Xi(m) is 
the ith agent’s outcome function for private goods, Y(m) the outcome function for 
public goods, and C(m) is the outcome function for inputs used to produce Y(rrz) 
units of public goods. A mechanism consists of (AI, h) defined on E. 

A message m* = (m: . . . , tnz) EM is said to be a Nash equilibrium (NE) of the 
mechanism (M, h) for an economy e if for any ie N and for all m; E Mi, 

(Xi(m”)v WfVRi (X;(m*/m;,i), Y(m*/m;,i)), (1) 

where (m*/m;,i)=(mE . . . . m,?_,,m;,m,!+, ,..., tnt). The h(tn*) is then called a Nash 
(equilibrium) af[ocation. Denote by V, h(e) the set of all such Nash equilibria 
and by NMJe) the set of all such Nash (equilibrium) allocations. A mechanism 
(M, h) is said to fully Nash-implement the Lindahl correspondence L on E, if, for 
all e E E, NM,h(e) = L(e). A mechanism (M, h) is said to be individually feasible if 

(X(m), Y(m)) E fRTL + for all m EM. A mechanism (M, h) is said to be weakly 
balanced if for all tn EM, 

A mechanism (M, h) is said to be balanced if the above equation (2) holds with 
equality for all m EM. A mechanism (M, h) is said to be completely feasible 
(feasible) if it is individually feasible and balanced (weakly balanced). Sometimes 
we say that an outcome function is individually feasible, balanced, or continuous 
if the mechanism is individually feasible, balanced, or continuous. 

In what follows we construct a single-valued, completely feasible, dnd continuous 
mechanism. Before the formal presentation of this mechanism, we briefly describe 
the mechanism as follows. The designer first determines the prices of private goods 
(given in (4)). To make the outcome function for inputs single-valued and the zero- 
profit condition hold, the prices of public goods are determined by the minimum- 
uni-cost functions from which the input demand function is obtained by using 
Shephard’s lemma. And the personalized prices for public goods are defined accor- 
ding to agent’s announcement about these prices (given in (7) below). Then define 
a feasible choice correspondence B,, (given in (8) below) for 
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be produced with the total endowments and can be purchased by all agents. The out- 
come Y(m) for public goods will be chosen r‘rom By(m) so that it is the closest to 
the sum of the contributions for public goods that agents are willing to pay (see (9) 
below). That is, the designer tries to satisfy the agents’ desires as best as he can. 
After that, define a completely feasible choice correspondence B,- (defined below) 
for private goods so that for all in EM allocations of private and public goods are 
completely feasible and satisfy the budget constraints of all agents with equality. 
The outcome for private goods X(m) will be chosen from the completely feasible 
set B&77) so that it is the closest to the sum of the contributions that each agent is 
willing to pay. It will be seen that allocation (X(m), Y(m)) resulting from the 
message m is completely feasible, continuous, and single-valued for all m E M. 

Now we turn to the formal construction of the mechanism. For each HEN, it is 
assumed that his message domain is of the form 

(3 

A generic element of Mi is (P,,@i,Yi,(Xir,***, Xi,)), where pi denotes the price vector 
of private goods proposed by agent i; @I; denotes the price vector of public goods 
proposed by agent i for use in other agents’ budget constraints; yi denotes the pro- 
posed level of public goods that agent i is willing to contribute (a negative yi means 
the agent wants to receive a subsidy from the society); and xij denotes the contribu- 
tion of private goods that agent i is willing to make to agent j (a negative Xii means 
agent i wants to get -Xij amount of private goods from agent j). 

Define the price vector for the private goods p : M --) I?~+ by 

which is continuous. Here ai = C~s+i l\Pj -JJ~/~, a = Cy= 1 ai, and 11 - 11 is the Euclidian 
norm. Notice that even though p&n) is a function of the component (pl, .*. ,p,,) of 

the message tn only, we can write it as the function of m without loss of generality. 
Let the prices q”(m) of public goods be equal to the minimum-unit-cost func- 

tions which are dual to the production functions f “(k = 1, . . . , K) (cf. Samuelson, 
1953, and Shephard, 1953) and defined by 

c”( p(m)) = min { p(m) - I, : f”(u) = l}, 

which are differentiable, homogeneous of degree one, and concave in p(m). Thus 

q’(m) = c’( p(m)) for k = 1, . . . , K. 

Then, by Shephard’s lemma, the input demand functions u’(y,p(m)) are giwn 

bY 

d( y, p(m)) = y” 
acq p(371)) 

am) 
, k=l, . . ..K. 
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and the aggregate input demand furfiction is 

where 

Wp(m9) = 
~c’(Jm~) ac”(p(mN 

@(in) ’ l **’ t@(m) > ’ 

Thus, by the homogeneity of degree one of c(p(y~?)), we have 

which means the zero-profit condition holds for all m E M. 

Define the personalized price of each public good k for the ith consumer by 

where C:‘_-, @(m)=q”(nt), CI’=, a$ =0, ai=O, and ET,, ja$ >0, for kN and 
k = 1 to K. In addition, C$ are chosen so that any personalized price vector 4i can 
be attained from the equation (7) by suitably choosing (@,, . . . , t#+$‘) Observe that, 
by construction, C I’= I qi (/?I) = q(m) for all 111 EM and each agent’s personalized 
prices are illdeperldent of his own message (i.e. qi(m*) =Q~(I~I*/w~,~), for any 
IN; E pi)- Here qi (1~) = (4: (1~)~ . . . , q,f(~~~)) and 4(/n) = (4 ’ (/?I), . . . ,q’ (171)). 

Define the correspondence B,,: M-+ 2’f by 

B,,(m) = {y&r: _@n?)’ wi-qi(/l?)*y~O ~iEN&W--(y,p(m))~Q}, (8) 

which is clearly non-empty, compact, convex, and continuous on II? EM. 
Define the outcome function for public goods Y: A&+ e,. by 

Y(m) = Y: min Iiu-u’ll 9 

1’~ B,(m) 1 (9) 

which is the closest to _P. Here _P = C:‘= 1 yi. Then Y(nz) is single-valued and con- 
tinuous on 

For each 

iv.” 
ir&vidual i, define the taxing function rj : M--+ IR by 

Then 

I” Note thal 

ours. 

personalixd prices propesed by Hurwicz (1979) and Walker (1981) are special cases of 

11 This is because Y(nz) is an upper semi-continuous correspondence by Berge’s Maximum Theorem 

(see Debreu, 1859, p. 19) and Gngle-valued (see Mas-Colell, 1985, p. 28). 
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To determine the level of private goods for each individual i, define a completely 
feasible correspondence 19,- : Ad + 2’:’ by 

B,(m) = 
I 
XE R):L : i x, + C(m) = w&p(m) l x, + r, (in) 

I= I 
=p(m)- w, WE N (12) 

where C(m) = u(Y(m), p(m)) = Y(m) l Dc(p(m)) is the input demand outcome func- 
tion. BoV is clearly compact and convex. We will show it is also non-e 
tinuous in the appendix. 

Let ?j= Cy=, X,j, which is the sum of contributions that agents are willing to 

make to agent j and Z= (&,%, . . . ,Z,,). 
The outcome function X(/n) : M-, B, is given by 

(13) 

which is the closest to 2. Then X(fn) is single-valued and continuous on M. Also, 
since (X(tn), Y(m)) E II?):‘-+ ’ and 

i Xi(n?)+ C(772) = f Wi, 
i=l i=l 

(14) 

for all m EM, the outcome function specified above is single-valued, completely 
feasible, and continuous on M. 

2. Observe that in the case of I!, = 1 the part for the private goods game is 
not needed. Also, if there are no public goods (i.e. K = O), public goods economies 
reduce to private goods economies and the mechanism reduces to a mechanism pro- 
posed in Tian (1990b) which Nash implements the (constrained) Walrasian co:- 
respondence. 

3. ain results 

The remainder of this paper is devoted to the proof of equivalence between Nash 
allocations and Lindahl allocations. Lemma 1 in the following is a preliminary result 

at every Nash allocation is a Lindahl allocation, which is stated in 
Theorem 1. Theorem 2 proves that every Lindahl allocation is a Nash allocation. 

. If (X(fn*h Y(~*))EN,~~JJ~), then X,(m*)c Rt+ for all iEN. 

. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that Xi(m*) E a I?: for some agent, say, 
agent 1. Since p(m*)>O, there is some kl E IF?!+ such that p(m*)-2, =p(172*)* wl, 

-fr 5 w and ($0) PI (X,(m*), Y(nl*)) by Assumption 4. Define _&, . . . ,rZ,, . . . ,Zt, as 
folloWS: 
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Since Zr zz CJ= 1 Wj, it can be easily verified, by reduction, that 

n r-l 

c Wj - L‘ 2j10, 
j=I j=l 

for i=2, . . . . n, and thus Z+ Rt and 

for all i=2,..., n. Also, from (17) we have 

n n 

z 1 ZJ = C Wjn 
j= 1 j=i 

NOW suppose that agent 1 chooses y1 = - Cy= Z ~7, xlJ = 2j - Ci = 2 x$, for all j E Iv, 
and keeps other messages unchanged. Then, 0~ (m*/ml, I), i= (J?~&, . . . ,Zn) E 
B,.(m*/m,, I), yl + Et=, YZ =O. and Zj-~rj+C~=~ x$, for all jEN. Hence, we 
have Y(Zi */‘HI 1, 1) =0 and Xj(m*/mr, l)==Z” and thus (XI(m*/ml, l),O)P1 (X,(m*), 
Y(m*)). This contradicts (X(m*)), Y(m*)) tz NM,h(e). Q.E.D. 

We now turn to prove the main results of this paper in the following theorems. 

heorem 1. Under Assumptions l-5, if the mechanism defined above has a Nash 
equilibrium m *, then (X(m*), Y(m*)) is a Lindahl allocation with the price system 
(p(m*),q,(m*). . . . . qn(m”)), i.e. NM./,(e) c L(e). 

roof. Let m* be a Nash equilibrium. We prove that (X(m*), Y(m*)) is a Lindahl 
allocation with the price vector system (p(m*), q,(m*), . . . , q&n*)) E RtC!‘K. By 
the construction of the mechanism, we know p(m*) - Xi(m*) + qi(m”) l Y(m*) = 
p(m*). Wi and the zero-profit condition holds. Also, by the definition of the mecha- 
nism, (X(m*), Y(m*)) is feasible, So we only need to show that each individual is 
maximizing his/her preferences. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that 
some agent, say, agent 1 and (x,,Y)E RtfK such that (xl,y)P, (X,(m*), 
p(m*) l xl + ql(m*). ysp(m*) l wI. Because of strict monotonicity of preferences, 
it will be enough to confine ourselves to the case of p(m*)~x,+q~(m”).y=p(m’“). ~‘1. 
Let (xll,y~,u~)=(Axl +(l -J)X,(m*), Ay+(l -A)Y(m*), ilu(y,p(m*))+(P -A). 
C(m*)). Then, by convexity of preferences and constant returns to scale, we have 

(X~J,YMI (Xr(m*), Y(m*)) and ~JJ, = vA(yA,p(m*)), for all 044. Also (x]~,~A)E 
IRt’K and p(m*)*x,~+q,(m*)~y~=p(m*)* wl. 
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Since p(m*) E l’R$ and X(r~z*) E R:‘;, we must have p(in*)* Wj -qj(/n*)* Y(m*)>O, 

for all j E IV, and W= C(IV*) + I.:‘= 1 X’ (IV*) > i@t~*) + X&n*). Then, we have 
p(m “) * rz; - qj (III*) l y; > 0, for all jE IV, and xl;. + uj, c w as A is a sufficiently small 
positive number. 

Define x2,, . . . ,s,,. . . . , _yIi, as follows: 

p(izP) l L%‘z ’ 
A-2; = -Q(“WL [E$L “; -x,,], 

p(t77) . [ t5’ - Vj_ -AT* j-1 

p( 171 * ) ’ IS’, - 4, (171* ) l Yj. 

[ 

r-1 
A-,; = 

p(IlI*) l [rt’- Vj. - EJl’, Xjj.] 

14 - vj. - 
c I 

xji 3 
j=l 

(19) 

II II - I 

_~,, j, = C L%‘J - Vj - C Xj;, . (20) 
_/=I j= I 

Then 

and 

II 11 

c sYj;_ + V j. = C bt) 3 

J’l j=l 

for all i E N. ASO, since Xtj_ + Vi_ < :%y and 

p(fl? “) ’ Wi - qi ()?I*) . dVjb p(lTl*)* W, -qi(m”)*yi 

p(n?*)* [it’- Vj.(i??)- 1;:: XjJ = CS=i p(m*) 

< 1 

l Wj-qj(m”)‘YA ’ 

for i=2 , . . . , n, we can easily see that xZA, . . . ,Xij,, . . . ,x,,A are non-negative. 
Now suppose that player 1 chooses y1 =yj. - CY, 1 ~7 and Xrj = XjA - Ci = 2 x$, 

for all j E hr, and keeps other messages unchanged. Then ~1% E B,,(m*/m,, 1) and 
x, E B,(m*/rnl, 1). Therefore, we have Y(m*/m,, 1) =yE,, X,(m*/m,, 1) -xl>,, and 
u^(r?Z*//?7,, 1) = Vi.. Hence (X&~z*/~q, l), Y(tn*/m,, 1))Pr (X@z*), Y(m*)). This 
contradicts (X(nr* j, Y(m*)) E N_,,,ll(e). So (X(m*), Y(m*)) is a Lindahl alloca- 
tion. Q.E.D. 

heorem 2. Under Assumptions l-5, if (x*, y*) :;s a Lindahl allocation with the 

price system ( p *, q:, . . . , qz), then there is a Nash ei7uilibriurn m* of the mechanism 
such that Y(m*) =y*, X1(nz*)=xz qi(rII”)=qz for all iEN, p(m*)=p*, i.e. 

Ue) s NLl,,W. 

e We need to show that there is a message In* such that (x*,y*j is a Nash 
allocation. Let p,F=p*, and let <yE . . . ,yz,xE . . . , x:, q$ . . . , @IT> be the sollhon of 

the following linear equations system: 
II 

c Y, = Y", 
i= i 

!I 

c A-, = x”, 
/=I 

q: = bF(m*)+ i at&./, 
J-1 

(21) 
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for k=l , . . . , K. Then, p(m*) = y”, q(m*) = q*, X,(777”) = xz l’(177”) = y*, and 
q;(m”)=qiY: for all &IV. Notice that (p(n?*/m,,i), qi(m*/mi,i))=(p(m*),q,(m*)), 
for all miEMi, (X(m”/mi,i), Y(m*/m,,i))E II?tfK, and p(n?“)- X,(m*/mi,i)+ 
qi(t77*)Y(m*/r77i,i)=p(m*). wi, for all k N and UI,E!M,. From (x*,y*)~L(e), we 
have (Xi(nt*), Y(~I*)) Ri (Xi(tn*/m,, i), Y(m*/nIiy i)) for all ITI, EM,~ and thus 
(X(nz*), Y(m*)) is a Nash equilibrium allocation. Q.E.D. 

Thus, from the above discussions we can conclude that for public goods econo- 
mies E there exists a single-valued, completely feasible, and continuous mechanism 
which fully Nash-implements the Lindahl correspondence. 

When M = 0, public goods economies reduce to private goods economies and the 
II?b L hanism presented in this paper reduces to a mechanism in Tian (1990b). Thus 
we have the following corollary. 

Corollary 1. For private goods economies satisfying Assumptions l-3,‘* these 
exists a single-valued, completely feasible, and continuous mechanisr77 which fully 
Nash-implements the constrained Walrasian correspondence. 

It may be remarked that our mechanism is almost everywhere differentiable on 
the message space. Furthermore, if Assumption 4 is replaced by Assumption 4’ in 
footnote 8, the outcome function becomes differentiable on some neighborhood of 
every Nash equilibrium so that one can use the differential approach to find Nash 
equilibrium (cf. Li, Nakamura and Tian, 1990). Similar to those mechanisms in 
Hurwicz, Maskin and Postlewaite (1984), Postlewaite and Wettstein (1989), and 
Tian (1989), the mechanism can also be easily extended to the case where the initial 
endowments are private information. This situation would certainly increase the size 
of the message space but would reduce the information requirements on the 
designer. 

ppendix 

roof of non-emptyness of B,(m). Define x1(m), . . . , Xi (In), . . . ,x,(m) as follows: 

r PO@ - WI - ql(m) - Y(m) 
[w-C(m)], if w- u”(y72)LO, 

x,(/n) = 3 p(m). Iw - WNI 

I 0, otherwise; 

(22) 

” In %CL, Tiara t1990b) used a much weaker assumption than Assumption; : about preferences, name- 

ly only monotcnicity of preferences is assumed so that preferences map be Eon-total, non-transitive and 

non-convex. 
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P(m) ’ Wi - 41 (122) ’ Y(t?l) 

p(m)* Ai 
I5i(m)l9 if Ai(tn)ZO 

x,(m) = (i=2, . . ..n -- 1); (23) 

0, otherwise 

n-l 

X,(m) = i Wj - C(m) - 1 xj(m), 
j=l j=l 

(24) 

where Ai = w - C(m) - Ci,: xj(m). Since x,(m) 5 c,“=, Wj - DA(m) and p(m) l 

Wi - qi(m) l Y(m) 20, for all i, it can be easily verified, by reduction, that 

n i-l 

c Wj- C Xj(tTl) z 0, 
j=l j= 1 

for i=2, . . . . TV. Thus Xj(m) E Rq for all j E N and, from (24), 

Also, from the constructions of x;(m), we have 

pp(tn”) l Xi(m) + qi(Vl)* Y(m) s p(m*) l Wia 

NOV, from the zero-profit equation (6) and the balanced condition (29, 
equation (26) must hold with equality for all idV. Hence x(m) E BJtn), 
is non-empty for all m EM. Q.E.D. 

(26) 

the above 

So &(m) 

roof of continuity of B_v. BJm) is clearly upper semi-continuous for all m EM. 
We only need to show B_Jm) is also lower semi-continuous at m. In fact, for the 
function x(111) defined by (22)-(24), we have x(m) E BJm) for all tn EM. Thus, for 
any sequence 1mJ, \ vith m, + tn, x(m,) E B,(m,). Now, if xi(m) ~0, it is clear that 
x(m,)-+x(m) as ytz, +m. If xi(m)=O, we also have Usxi(m,)fA(m,)+Ai(m)=O 
as m, + m. Thus, in both cases we have x(m,) +x(m) as m, + m. So BJm) is lower 
semi-continuous for all m EM. Q.E.D. 
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